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Abstract In this paper we present a mechanism for approx-
imately translating Boolean query constraints across hetero-
geneous information sources. Achieving the best translation
is challenging because sources support different constraints
for formulating queries, and often these constraints cannot be
precisely translated. For instance, a query[score > 8] might
be “perfectly” translated as[rating > 0.8] at some site, but
can only be approximated as[grade = A] at another. Un-
like other work, our general framework adopts a customizable
“closeness” metric for the translation that combines both pre-
cision and recall. Our results show that for query translation
we need to handle interdependencies among both query con-
juncts as well as disjuncts. As the basis, we identify the essen-
tial requirements of a rule system for users to encode the map-
pings for atomic semantic units. Our algorithm then translates
complex queries by rewriting them in terms of the semantic
units. We show that, under practical assumptions, our algo-
rithm generates the best approximate translations with respect
to the closeness metric of choice. We also present a case study
to show how our technique may be applied in practice.

1 Introduction

To enable interoperability, mediator systems [1,2] must inte-
grate heterogeneous information sources with different data
representations and search capabilities. A mediator presents
a unified context for uniform information access, and conse-
quently must translateoriginal user queries from the unified
context to atarget source for native execution. This trans-
lation problem has become more critical now that the wide
range of disparate sources are just “one click away” across
the Internet. Achieving the best translation is challenging be-
cause sources may use different constraints for formulating
queries, and often these constraints cannot be precisely trans-
lated. This paper presents a framework that finds perfect map-
pings if possible, or in general the “closest” approximations,
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taking into account differences in attribute names, operators,
and data formats.

Example 1Consider a mediator that integrates online shop-
ping sites for books, audio, and videos. Specifically, the me-
diator presentsMedia(name, format, � � �) as a unified view
for user querying (i.e., it supports a query interface with the
above constraining attributes). Suppose a user wants to find
the “VHS” items by some actor “Harrison.” Let us consider
translating the corresponding constraintsv = [format = vhs ]
andh = [name contains Harrison ].

The mediator will find perfect mappings whenever pos-
sible (e.g., it will translateh to [au contains Harrison ]
for sourcefatbrain.com , and it will leavev as is for
amazon.com ). However, in many cases such perfect map-
pings simply do not exist, because of the the limited query
“capabilities” of target sources. For instance, for sourceEB
at www.evenbetter.com , neitherv nor h can be trans-
lated precisely. In particular,EB does not supportv (i.e., se-
lecting only VHS but not DVD) although it can differentiate
movies from other media types (such as books).

When perfect mappings do not exist, some schemes fo-
cus on finding “minimal-superset” mappings [3], which will
return all the potential answers but with as few unwanted an-
swers as possible. In particular, the mediator will mapv to
[type = movies ] (i.e., searching the “movies” category) for
EB, returning VHS as well as DVD items. Unfortunately, for
h the only superset mapping atEB isTrue (i.e., returning the
entire source database), which is often unacceptable.

However, in many cases, good approximations do exist,
and they may be more favorable. For instance,EB can ap-
proximateh as[star = "Harrison" ] to matchHarrison
as a last name. (Note thatEB requires at least a last name for
star.) It will miss those answers withHarrison as the first
name,e.g., Ford, Harrison . However, since most users
will actually mean last names (e.g.,Harrison, George )
in such a name query, this mapping may be better thanTrue.

In fact, evenv may need a different approximation, say if
[type = movies ] returns a huge number of DVDs and very
few VHS items. Alternatively, mapping[desc contains vhs ]
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simply looks forvhs in the textual descriptions. This map-
ping may return a lot less data than[type = movies ], but
may perhaps miss a few VHS items (that do not have the term
vhs in their description). If the “false negatives” are accept-
able, the alternative mapping may be more attractive. ut

We can view a query as a Boolean expression of con-
straints of theselectionform [attr1 op value] or thejoin form
[attr1 op attr2]. (While not discussed here, we stress that
our approach can generally handle join constraints as well;
see [4].) These constraints constitute the query “vocabulary,”
and must be transformed to “native” constraints understood
by the target source. For example, constraint[score> 8] may
have to be mapped to[grade = A]. In this process, attributes
have to be mapped (e.g., score to grade), values have to be
converted (e.g., score 8 to gradeA), and operators have to be
transformed (e.g., “>” to “ =”). Reference [3] provides more
details on how we generally model this constraint-mapping
problem in the common mediation architecture [1,2].

After we first studied query translation [3] in our earlier
work, and implemented that machinery, we soon realized that
approximate translationis critical for “real-world” applica-
tions. Our earlier work focused on minimal-superset map-
pings as the “correct” translations, because theexactresults
can be recovered by post-processing their supersets. As just
illustrated, in many cases only approximations exist, and they
might be more practical than the strictly correct ones. (Anal-
ogously, a concurrent system with strict serializability may
result in undesirable low concurrency.) In fact, in our case
study of a “real-world” scenario (as Section 7 will discuss),
we informally estimated that70% of the translations must
rely on approximation.

Furthermore, different mediation applications need dif-
ferent “correctness” orclosenesscriteria for mappings. It is
thus essential for a translation system to flexibly support a
wide range of closeness metrics. This paper presents such a
framework, where the best approximate translations can be
found under any reasonable metric that is “monotonic” (as
Section 4 will explain). In particular, the framework supports
minimal-superset, maximal-subset (when extra-answers must
not be returned), and other “hybrid” criteria in between. Our
customizable criteria allow one to quantify “false positives”
and “false negatives” that are expected to occur in a transla-
tion, in an analogous fashion to how the conventional IR pa-
rameters of precision and recall quantify “errors” that occur
in executing a single query.

Our results show that, under such flexible metrics, one
must cope withinterdependenciesamong both query con-
juncts and disjuncts (Section 5). It is thus critical to note that
query mapping is not simply a matter of translating each con-
straint separately. Some interrelated constraints can form a
“semantic unit” that must be handled together. This discov-
ery is surprising since our previous study [3] showed that
query disjunctions can be translated separately, significantly
simplifying the translation process. Now, in an approximate
translation scenario, interrelation depends on the particular
closeness metric, as we next illustrate.

Example 2Let us continue our movie search example. Sup-
pose that the user is looking for both VHS and DVD formats
with the queryQ = v:[format = vhs ] _ d:[format = dvd ].
Let us denote the closest mapping (for some closeness met-
ric) of queryQ asS(Q).

First, suppose the mediator adopts the minimal-superset
metric, under which it will generateS(v) andS(d) both as
[type = movies ] (Example 1). In this case, to translateQ,
the mediator can separately map the disjuncts,i.e., S(Q) =
S(v) _ S(d) = [type = movies ], which indeed precisely
translatesQ, i.e., Q � S(Q).

To contrast, assume next that the mediator is concerned
about large result sizes, so as illustrated earlier, uses the map-
pingsS(v) = [desc contains vhs ] andS(d) = [desc con-
tains dvd ]. (That is, given the mediator’s closeness metric,
these are the best approximate translations.) NowS(v) _S(d)
= [desc contains vhs ] _ [desc contains dvd ]. This map-
ping is not as good as[type = movies ], which in our exam-
ple exactly gets all VHS and DVD titles. Thus, for the close-
ness metric in use, translatingv andd separately leads to a
suboptimal mapping, and hence disjunctionQ is not “separa-
ble.” ut

Query translation must rely on human expertise to define
what constraints may be interrelated, and how to translate ba-
sic semantic units. For instance, in Example 2 we need a rule
for translating the single-constraint pattern[format = F] such
asv andd. But do we need a rule for composite queries,e.g.,
(v_d)? What kind of queries must constitute such “semantic
units”? In this paper we will answer these questions, identi-
fying the essential requirements for a translation rule system.

Based on rules, our challenge is then to translate arbi-
trary queries as Boolean expressions of constraints (we cur-
rently do not handle negation). Our approach is todivide-
and-conquer. We present AlgorithmNFB to “decompose”
an original query into its semantic units, which can then be
translated by the given rules. Note that there are many decom-
positions, but not all of them will lead to the closest mapping.
In our running example, suppose that we are given translation
rules for the semantic units (h), (v), (d), and(v _ d), and we
wish to translate queryhv_hd. (Note that we omit thê op-
erator for notational simplicity.) We can decompose the query
as(h)(v)_ (h)(d), or with some rewriting, as(h)(v _ d). On
which expression should we apply the rules to obtain the best
mapping? Is the best solution unique? How is the optimality
of translation guaranteed? Again, we will answer these ques-
tions in this paper.

In summary, we make the following main contributions
for approximate query translation:

– We propose a generalframework, and we define the no-
tion of translation closeness. Our framework can adopt
different closeness metrics for different applications.

– We present analgorithm for systematically finding the
best translation with respect to a given closeness metric.
Algorithm NFB will find a uniquebest-mapping in the
practical cases when a safe decomposition exists.
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– We develop fundamental theorems on the separability of
query components and safeness of decompositions. These
results are critical for the development of any algorithm
that attempts approximate query translation.

– We study how to estimate the precision and recall param-
eters of a translation, and we show that reasonable formu-
las do exist for such estimation.

We briefly discuss related work in Section 2, and then
start in Section 4 by defining closeness criteria that combine
precision and recall. Section 5 studies a basic assumption on
compositional monotonicity and our results on compositional
separability. In Section 6 we present our framework and Al-
gorithmNFB. Section 7 discusses a case study to show how
our approach may be applied in practice. Section 8 concludes
with simple formulas for estimating precision and recall of
translated query compositions. Interested readers may also
refer to Appendix for the safeness formalism and proof of
our results.

2 Related Work

Information integration has been an active research area [1,
2,5,6]; however, we believe that our focus on theconstraint
mappingproblem is unique. Many integration systems have
dealt with source (syntactic) capabilities,e.g., Information
Manifold [7,8], TSIMMIS [9,10], Infomaster [11,12], Gar-
lic [13,14], DISCO [15], and others [16–18]. These efforts
have mainly focused on generating query plans that observe
the nativegrammarrestrictions (e.g., allowing conjunctions
of two constraints, or disallowing disjunctions).

Our work complements these efforts by addressing the se-
mantic mapping of constraints, or analogously the translation
of vocabulary(of native constraints). In particular, the output
of our semantic mapping (which uses only the constraint vo-
cabulary understood by the target source) can be the input to
the capability mapping that others have analyzed. Section 3
discusses our particular focus and how our approach can be
generally applied in a common mediation architecture.

There has also been much work on data translation and
schema integration. The main focus of these related efforts
(such as [19–24]) is to unify data representations across mis-
matched domains by transforming data to a unified context,
where queries can be performed. In contrast, our complemen-
tary goal is to map queries to the native domain where data
reside. We believe our approach is especially well suited for
autonomous sources containing large volumes of data, such
as found on the Web (where it is not economical or feasible
to transform all data). In addition, note that in our constraint
mapping problem we must consider both data conversion and
query capability mapping (as Section 1 discussed). Further-
more, we consider translation errors and closeness, which as
far as we know are not considered in traditional schema and
data translation work.

Surprisingly, although approximation is critical for query
mapping (Section 1), we have seen virtually no translation
efforts that stress this notion. However, approximation has

been studied for query processing: First, some work aims to
reduce processing cost through approximation. For instance,
references [25,26] study the approximate fixpoints of Data-
log predicates, and [27] uses approximate predicates as fil-
ters for expensive ones. Second, several researchers have ex-
plored accelerated but approximated query answering [28–
31] to reduce response time. Third, reference [32] develops
a framework for representing approximate complex-objects
and supporting queries over them. Finally, CoBase [33] ex-
plored query relaxation for approximate answering.

We define our translation metrics based on the precision
and recall parameters. Both classic notions have been com-
monly used for quantifying respectively false-positives and
false-negatives, most notably for information retrieval [34,
35]. In addition, single-valued measures for IR effectiveness
have also been proposed, such as the well-known E-measure
[34] (see Section 4).

Finally, the approximate translation discussed in this pa-
per was motivated by our previous work [3]. As Section 1
mentioned, our earlier model of “exact” mappings signifi-
cantly simplifies the translation process, but unfortunately it
cannot accommodate general closeness metrics. In contrast,
this paper specifically explores the notion ofapproximation,
and deals with mappings under any reasonable closeness met-
rics (that are monotonic).

3 The Constraint Mapping Problem

We describe theconstraint mappingproblem in a common
mediation architecture [1,2] for integrating autonomous and
heterogeneoussources. In such systems,wrappersunify the
source data models, andmediatorsinteract with the wrappers
to process queries transparently. Our discussion assumes a
simple relational view of data. Specifically, wrappers present
each source as a set ofsource relations. We believe our frame-
work is not sensitive to the data model;e.g., in reference [24]
we discuss the translation of hierarchical data.

A mediator exports integratedmediator views(as query
interface) for users to formulate queries. Thus, auser query
U over some viewsVi has the form (in an SQL-like expres-
sion) select : : : from V1; : : : ; Vh where C, or algebraically
U = �C (V1�� � � �Vh), whereC is a Boolean expression
of constraints. (The projection operation is omitted as it is
irrelevant to our discussion.) Note again that we do not con-
sider negation in this paper. A constraint is either aselection
condition[Vi.attr1 op value] or ajoin condition[Vi.attr1 op
Vj.attr2], whereattr1 andattr2 are attributes of viewVi and
Vj respectively. For simplicity, we may write a selection con-
straint as[attr1 op value] when the containing view ofattr1
is clear from the context (such as in Example 1 where we
considered only one integrated view).

A mediator view is typically an SPJ query over some
source relations plus possibly somedata conversionfunc-
tions. For instance, view(title, ln, fn, review) might be a join
of relation(title, review) from sourceT1, (title, author) from
T2, and a functionNameLnFn(author, ln, fn) for converting
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author to last and first names. We can model such a function
as aconceptual relationwith the tuples [author, ln, fn] that
“satisfy” the function. Note that in general a view can be a
union of SPJ components;e.g., a book view can be a union
of two relations from two bookstore sources. In this case, we
can process each component separately and union the results
as is typically done.

For source execution, the mediator must rewrite a user
query in terms of the source relations. Thus, with view ex-
pansion,U will be rewritten to the following form in Eq. 1,
whereRi is the cross-product of all the source relation in-
stances that a particular sourceTi contributes to any queried
views, andX is the cross product of the relevant conceptual
relations. We specifically refer to the selection conditionQ as
a constraint query: In most casesQ is simply the user-query
conditionC, but in additionQ can also include the constraints
used in the view definitions.

U = �Q(R1�� � � �Rn�X) (1)

Intuitively, theconstraint mappingproblem is topushas
much as possible the constraint query to the sources. That is,
the mapping translatesQ from the mediator’soriginal con-
text to the target contextat each source. Note that the con-
straints inQ are generally not readily executable across dif-
ferent contexts. First, there existsschemadifference between
the views and the sources: The conversion functions inX can
present new attributes (e.g., ln andfn that replaceauthor) or
change data representations. Second, there existscapability
differences: Unless the mediator only allows the least com-
mon denominator of what the sources support, the constraints
can be beyond the capabilities of some sources.

Thus, constraint mapping will find the mapping ofQ for
each sourceTi, denotedSi(Q), to retrieve the relevant sub-
set ofRi. Because of different source capabilities, a perfect
mapping such thatQ � Si(Q) often does not exist. Sup-
pose for now thatSi(Q) may return extra answers (i.e., it has
false-positives) but may not miss any answers (i.e., it has no
false-negatives). The mediator then combines these source re-
sults, passes them through the conversion functions, and post-
processes with afilter queryH (to remove false-positives)
consisting of the residue conditions not fully pushed to the
sources,i.e.,

U = �H[�S1(Q)(R1)� � � � ��Sn(Q)(Rn)�X]: (2)

Comparing Eq. 1 and Eq. 2, we obtain the essential prop-
erty for acorrect translation:

Q = H ^ S1(Q) ^ � � � ^ Sn(Q) (3)

We next illustrate this translation problem with Exam-
ple 3, which considers a mediator that integrates two sources.

Example 3Consider a mediator for two sources. Suppose that
sourceT1 provides relationpaper(ti, au) for paper titles and
authors andaubib(name, bib) for author names and their
bibliography. The second sourceT2 hasprof(ln, fn, dept)
for professor last, first names, and departments.

To illustrate, suppose that the mediator exports a faculty
viewfac(ln, fn, bib, dept) integrated fromaubib andprof,
and a publication viewpub(ti, ln, fn) from paper(ti, au). In
particular, thefac view joinsaubib andprof through a con-
ceptual relation (a conversion function)NameLnFn(name,
ln, fn) with some view-definition conditions joining the name
related attributes.

Suppose that a user is looking for the papers written by
some CS faculty interested in data mining. The constraint
queryQ includes both selection and join constraints as the
following. (Note that we omit the view-definition conditions
in Q, as they will be processed in the mediator rather than the
sources.)

Q = a:[fac.ln = pub.ln] ^ b:[fac.fn = pub.fn] ^

c:[fac.bib contains data (near)mining ] ^

d:[fac.dept = cs ]:

Let’s first consider the mapping for sourceT1, i.e., for re-
lationspaper andaubib. The join conditionsa ^ b together
map tox1 : [paper.au = aubib.name]. If T1 does not sup-
port the proximity operatornear, rather than dropping con-
straintc, we can relax it to (x2:[aubib.bib contains data ] ^
x3:[aubib.bib contains mining ]), which requires only the
occurrences of keywords. Lastly, constraintd maps toTrue
(it can only be processed inT2). Thus,S1(Q) = x1^x2^x3.

We next perform the mapping for sourceT2, which con-
tributes relationprof. All the constraints exceptd map to
True. Suppose thatT2 uses department code 230 for CS, thus
S2(Q) = [prof.dept = 230 ].

Finally, the filter queryH is simply the constraintc (i.e.,
H = c), the only constraint that is not fully realized at the
underlying sources. Thus,Q = H ^ S1(Q) ^ S2(Q). ut

For anexactquery processing that cannot miss any po-
tential answers,Su(Q) as thecloset mappingof Q must log-
ically subsumeQ, i.e., Su(Q) will retrieve a superset of what
Q does as just illustrated. However, in many other applica-
tions, a mediator may be willing to tolerate false-negatives as
well as false-positives,e.g., to explore more cost-effective na-
tive queries. Therefore, while post-filtering can remove false-
positives, the result will be a subset of whatQ would return
were it supported. In other words, Eq. 3 becomes

Q � H ^ S1(Q) ^ � � � ^ Sn(Q) (4)

This paper specifically addresses the constraint mapping
problem,i.e., translatingQ into Su(Q) which best approxi-
matesQ. The derivation of filter queriesH is thus beyond the
scope of this paper. A filter query can simply be the original
query,i.e.,H = Q, or it can consist of essentially only those
constraints whose translated versions may retrieve false pos-
itives. Reference [36] discusses how to derive filters with the
least processing cost.

As we can perform the mappings for different sources
separately (as illustrated), we will focus on a particular source
Tu as the translationtarget and discuss the requirements for
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t =  [fn = tom ]

h =  [ln = hanks ] c =  [ln = cruise ]

v =  [format = vhs ] d =  [format = dvd ]

DNF(Qmed)
17. (3) Safe Disjunction:
18. � Q � D1 _ : : : _Dn  SafeDisj(Q, m1, . . . , mu)
19. � if n > 1: == non-trivial disjunction, i.e., Q is decomposed into more than one disjunct.

20. == recursively decompose the simpler components.

21. { return SafeDecom(D1;m1; : : : ;mu) _. . ._SafeDecom(Dn;m1; : : : ;mu)

Safe Conjunction Safe DisjunctionAtomic Unit

Mapping Construction

Safe Decomposition

B = (mth ∨ mtc)(mvd)

S(Qmed) = (mth ∨ mtc)(mvd)

mv , …, mtc
Safe Conjunction:
(th ∨ tc) ∧ (v ∨ d)

Atomic Unit:
mth = (th)

Atomic Unit:
mtc = (tc)

Atomic Unit:
mvd = (v ∨ d)

Safe Disjunction:
(th) ∨ (tc)

B = (m ∨ m )(m )

(th ∨ tc) (v ∨ d)

(th) (tc)

Function SafeDisj(Q;m1; : : : ;mu) ! Q � D1 _ � � � _Dn as a safe disjunction
This procedure straightforwardly parallels SafeConj as a dual algorithm; we thus omit the details.

E5) [subject O S] 7! W = WordsIn(S); emit : [keyword contains W]

E6) [format = F] 7! emit : False

E7) [format = hardcover]_ [format = paperback] 7! True


